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Trailers

The Aultimate Belt Trailer is specifically designed for
easy loading, hauling and unloading of any agricultural
commodity. Our self-unloading belt trailer works
effortlessly to unload any bulk commodity.
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Features

Specifications

Extended rear discharge
with wings on rear
of trailer

54” belt and a bolt on
5th wheel plate

Hydraulic pressure line
filter with replacement
element

Top hinge hydraulic
main gate is 41” above
top of trailer when open

Sides of trailer only have
one seam - 60 degree
slope

50,000 lb landing gear
and Haldex ABS - 2S/1M
anti - lock brake system

Hendrickson Intraax air
ride suspension with
Haldex quick acting
leveling valve

130,000 in - lb
torque, 18,000 lb
radial load - drive
system
11R22.5 radials on 10
bolt hub pilot rims

The Aultralite Aluminum Ag Trailers are the newest
member of our belt trailer models. They are
manufactured to a high standard and the lightest trailers
we offer. The Aultralite is an aerodynamic trailer that
offers great fuel efficiency and maximum payload.
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Features

Specifications

2 ply belt flaps full
width on trailer floor

54” Belt width - 88HD
chain and a bolt on
5th wheel plate

Hydraulic pressure line
filter, manual or electric
control valve
ABS brake system
Hydraulic floor speed
control
Hendrickson Intraax air
ride suspension with
Haldex quick
acting leveling valve

Hydraulic gear drive
130,000 in - lb,
18,000 lb radial load
Top hinge hydraulic main
gate, 30” clearance
above top rail when
open
50,000 lb landing gear
and Hendrickson Intraax
air ride suspension with
25,000 lb axles
11R22.5 on 10 bolt hub
pilot aluminum rims
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Features

Specifications

2 ply belt flaps full
width on trailer floor

Bolt on 5th wheel
plate

Hydraulic pressure line
filter, manual or
electric control valve

Hydraulic gear drive
130,000 in - lb,
18,000 lb radial load

ABS brake system

Top hinge hydraulic
main gate, 12” clearance
above top rail when
open

Hydraulic floor with
speed control
Side and slope sheets
are post and hat riveted
aluminum construction

50,000 lb landing gear
and Hendrickson Intraax
Air ride suspension with
25,000 lb axles
11R22.5 on 10 bolt hub
pilot aluminum rims
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Features

Specifications

2 ply belt flaps full
width on trailer floor

66” , 72“ and 84” side
heights with a 54” wide
belt

Hydraulic pressure line
filter, manual or electric
control valve
Main frame and
suspension sub - frame
are steel
1000 lbs. savings + 1000
lbs. more payload for
bridge = 2000 lbs. more
payload = $$$$$$

Cross stringers on 15”
centers and wall posts
have a 22” center
11R22.5 hub - piloted
aluminum wheels
.125 aluminum floor
pans and .090 aluminum
side slopes
Front take - up frame
with HD roller bearings
Sloped sides for great
clean-out.

Aulick Industries now offers a chain floor trailer we
call the Aulchain. The Aulchain trailers are built to haul
bulk farm commodities with a large volume and quick
unload times.
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Features

Specifications

Front to back long arm
MESH tarp system with
remote
Haul silage, manure,
cottonseed, haylage,
most bulk farm products

100 HD chain and
sprocket hydraulic drive
system
4 strands of 88 HD
floor chain

Top hinge swing gate in
solid steel or mesh

11R22.5 Radial tires on
steel rims

Vertical swing doors
with auto close

50,000 lb landing
gear
25K Hendrickson air ride
axles

The AulCart eliminates the need for trucks in the field.
This is a big advantage when harvesting in muddy, poor
conditions. You can harvest with less stress on
equipment and personnel.
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Features

Specifications

Easy to operate quick
cycle time

40,000 lb lifting
capacity

Reliable & low
maintenance

Left or right dump, quick
change option

Very maneuverable
yet very stable

Lubricated pins and
rollers

Gentle unloading of
all agricultural
products

Heavy duty landing gear
on drawbar
2 circuit hydraulic
control

Rentals

All products in this brochure are available for rent. Our
rentals are usually less than 3 years old. Every trailer is
tagged, registered and has a current D.O.T. Inspection on
file. Aulick Industries only rents a quality well-maintained
product to ensure maximum performance.
Nation-wide delivery and customization
of our Trailers is available
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